
ARABIC WRITING APPLICATION

Write It! Arabic is the first writing recognition app for the Arabic alphabet! Try our writing recognition and you'll never
want to go back to tracing apps.

Features such as audio recordings, flashcards and adjustable playback speeds, for example, are critical for user
satisfaction and engagement. Used to demonstrate your experience in a certain field and ability to aquire new
skills Even when working at high speed, I do not neglect accuracy and would therefore be particularly suitable
for the demands of working as â€¦. Busuu app is easy to use, and it will take you just 10 mins a day. Smith,
Formal, male recipient, name known Dear Mrs. Smith, Formal, female recipient, name known, marital status
unknown Dear John Smith, Less formal, one has done business with the recipient before I wish to apply for
the post ofâ€¦which you advertised inâ€¦onâ€¦. I look forward to the opportunity to personally discuss why I
am particularly suited to this position. You can look through your notes later if you forget something. The
quick and easy access Instead of carrying heavy textbooks and dictionaries with you everywhere, you can use
two or three apps instead. The problem is only that there are too many appsâ€”and too few that teach the right
type of Arabic in the right ways. You can connect with them using Busuu's social features. When can I use the
app? With Busuu you can Practise Apply what you've learned by practising with native speakers. Used to
show what computer software you can use I believe I possess the right combination of Language level You
might be tempted to choose an app that looks more challenging. You can fit it in: during a lunch break waiting
for a friend Notebook Write down grammar rules and new words with their translations. Used when closing to
reiterate one's desire to work for the company I would welcome the opportunity to discuss further details of
the position with you personally. Use our vocab trainer to memorise words more effectively. Refresh your
knowledge Sometimes it's important to look back. You'll feel more confident speaking your new language.
Used to explain why you would be good at the job using the experience gained from your previous
employment history Even under pressure I can maintain high standards. Standard formula used when
responding to an advertisement posted online I refer to your advertisement inâ€¦datedâ€¦. Also, this prevents
you from getting overwhelmed or displeased. Used to show additional skills gained from your current job.
Used to indicate when you are free for an interview Thank you for your time and consideration. Goals Set
yourself a goal when you open the app, and check if you're reaching it with Busuu's weekly progress reports.
The app becomes nearly useless if the content is objectionable and the features are distracting, or if there are
no real learning features to speak of, so take this into account.


